RunAcquisitions

TM

with Noblis

Your federal acquisitions done right.

Streamline, Automate and
Secure Your Acquisitions
from Solicitation to Award

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Solving the Complexities of Solicitations and Contract
Management

Noblis RunAcquisitionsTM Simplifies the Process

As a federal acquisition professional, you know that source

RunAcquisitions solution secures and manages vendor and government

selection can be a complex, long-running and expensive

interactions across the acquisition lifecycle from requests for industry

process, and frequently faces protests. After award, your

input through contract award, management and task order closeout.

contract management teams must account for every phase of
the acquisition lifecycle while also ensuring compliance with all
federal and agency-specific regulations. Challenges faced before

Built on decades of experience helping agency clients, Noblis’

RunAcquisitions Solution Features:
•

 treamlined acquisition processes to reduce time across the
S
lifecycle.

•

Compliance with federal regulations.

•

Tailorable interface for secure vendor submissions and
communications.

•

 calable to manage large, governmentwide contracts and
S
configurable to meet the agency needs.

and after contract award can include:
•

Sequestering and guiding the team, and securing and
organizing the data to proactively defend against potential
protests.

•

Ensuring the team follows the source-selection plan

•

 anaging an increasingly complex contract portfolio and a
M
regular stream of modifications.

•

Role-based permissions to help team members focus on most
important actions.

•

Performing quality reviews of deliverables quickly before
automated acceptance of unsatisfactory products takes
place.

•

Designed to maximize collaboration among team members.

•

Secure, anywhere access.

•

Automated to optimize the agency’s focus on key evaluation criteria.

•

Error checking to drive higher-quality proposal submissions.

•

Configurable workflow to help the evaluation team make defensible
decisions.

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

Noblis’ RunAcquisitions solution has helped hundreds of government programs successfully procure
billions of dollars’ worth of goods and services.

Client Testimonial

“The people, facilities and support provided by
Noblis were ‘first class’ and instrumental in
fostering the safe and secure environment for
our source selection team members to perform
extremely demanding and often arduous duties.”
– Government Program Manager

A Flexible Suite of Offerings to Meet Your Agency’s Needs
The Noblis RunAcquisitions solution is a suite of three offerings designed to meet your needs. Choose one or all, and configure the
modules within the solution for further flexibility. All offerings meet FISMA-Moderate security requirements and control data further
through role-based access.

Solicitation Management

Contract Management

Secure Environments

The RunAcquisitions Solicitation

The RunAcquisitions Contract Management

When your evaluation team requires a

Management offering provides a framework

offering provides automated tools that help

sequestered environment, consider

for handling vendor proposals, managing

maintain the integrity of deliverables while

turnkey environment options available at

all documentation and technical data and

reducing the modification award from weeks

select Noblis facilities. Amenities include:

evaluating submissions. Key features of the

to days, reducing delays and costs. This

module includes:

offering contains several key features:

•

•

 tructured documentation tools that
S
streamline the acquisition process,
leading to a defensible award decision.
Guided, collaborative evaluations
configured to meet specific source
selection with user-based permissions to
help evaluators and teams focus on most
important actions.

•

Repository for storing, organizing and
securely sharing large amounts of data
with stakeholders.

•

Secure structured portals for effective
communication between vendors and
government teams.

•

 ricing evaluation tools to enable
P
in-depth analysis, comparisons
and reporting.

•

Interfaces to schedule and track status
of deliverables.

•

 utomated workflows for efficient
A
deliverable reviews.

•

Flexible data collection options for
tracking contractor performance, quality
and timeliness.

•

Automated workflows can reduce
modification award times from weeks
to days.

•

Structured and secure data management.

•

Error-checking tools to assist vendors in
submitting quality proposals.

•

 arketplace for price reviews
M
by government buyers that provides
transparency and improves cost
estimates.

Run with Noblis
The Run with Noblis Solution suite addresses the evolving needs of federal agencies with the
speed, performance and scale of digital solutions to create insights, automate workflows,
streamline processes and drive greater outcomes. Learn more at noblis.org/run.

•

Pre-configured workstations.

•

Areas for individual work and for
collaboration.

•

Extensive physical and logical security.

•

On-site support staff.

If the team needs to work virtually or from
a government facility, RunAcquisitions’
web-based platform and multi-factor
authentication keeps work centralized and
secure.
Automate Your
Acquisition Process Today
Whether you’re looking for full
lifecycle management or focusing
on a single acquisition phase, Noblis’
RunAcquisitions can save you time
and money while mitigating many of
the headaches that come with security,
compliance and contract protests.

Contact us for a live demo at
run@noblis.org and learn more
at noblis.org/runacquisitions.

ABOUT NOBLIS
For more than 25 years, Noblis has been an innovator within the federal government, committed to solving the
challenges of today and investing in the mission of tomorrow. As a nonprofit, and with our subsidiaries, Noblis works
for the public good, bringing together the best possible capabilities, including science and technology expertise and
solutions, in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions.

